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Autonomous Robot Way-Point Navigation with
Obstacle Avoidance

Taha Ameen ur Rahman, Hazem Sharaf, Ahmed Kamel

Abstract—The objective of this work is to present the the-
oretical and practical steps undertaken in order to implement
a robot that can perform waypoint navigation from point A to
point B, given GPS coordinates. The report addresses the problem
by initially presenting MATLAB based simulations to perform
the process. The practical steps undertaken to implement the
robot are presented with emphasis on the building of hardware
and the implementation of software. The Ackermann model is
evaluated based on performance and the key bottlenecks are
identified. Corrective measures are implemented to account for
the errors, and an alternate steering mechanism is proposed.
Finally, the code for implementing the steering mechanism to
allow the robot to fix its heading and then drive itself towards
the destination is presented. The results are recorded in video
format and accompany the submission.

I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The objective of the report is to develop a robot that is
autnomous and capable of navigating between two points
given GPS coordinates. This section presents the theoretical
background behind Ackermann steering and Kalman Filter in
order to better motivate the initial choice of the navigation
mechanism.

A. The State Feedback Linearization Model

We begin by considering a robot with center of mass
(x, y), such that the objective is to move (x, y) to the point
(xr, yr). Ackermann steering procedure introduces another
point (xh, yh) such that limt→∞(xh, yh) = (xr, yr). Let us
also introduce an inertial frame of reference, with origin at
(x, y) and a mutually orthogonal basis set, such that one of
the basis vectors is collinear with the direction of heading
of the robot. We then introduce θ as the angle made by the
heading with respect to the horizontal, and θd as the angle
made by the horizontal with respect to the vector that points
from the current position to the final desired position. Hence
we have

θd = arctan
yr − y
xr − x

(1)

Let v represent the linear velocity of the robot, and ω
represent its angular velocity. Robot navigation is governed
by the following set of non-holonomic equations:

ẋ = v cos(θ) (2a)
ẏ = v sin(θ) (2b)

θ̇ = ω (2c)

If we were interested in Heading control, our objective
would be to make θ approach θd so that the robot can then
follow a straight line to reach (xr, yr. However, the process of

controlling the angular velocity, followed by the linear velocity
requires the tuning of many gains assuming the utilization of
a PID controller. The Ackermann steering method provides
an efficient method to overcome this problem, albeit with
consequences of its own.

Our control strategy is to ensure that

lim
t→∞

(xh, yh) = (xr, yr) (3)

Observe the following

xh = x+ h cos(θ) (4a)
yh = y + h sin(θ) (4b)

Letting ẋ, ẏ represent the time derivative of x, y respectively,
we have

ẋh = ẋ− h sin(θ)θ̇ (5a)

ẏh = ẏ + h cos(θ)θ̇ (5b)

By substituting the non-holonomic constraints, we get[
ẋ
ẏ

]
=

[
cos(θ) −h sin(θ)
sin(θ) h cos(θ)

] [
v
ω

]
(6)

Let e represent the error signal, which is a measure of the
difference between the actual value and the desired value.
Hence,

e =

[
xh − xr
yh − yr

]
, ė =

[
ẋ
ẏ

]
(7)

Next, we let R to be the matrix in (6) and write

ė = R

[
v
ω

]
(8)

Lastly, we pick[
θ
ω

]
= −R−1Ke, K =

[
K1 0
0 K2

]
Here K1,K2 > 0, and mathematical manipulation yields

ė = −Ke (9)

Since −K is a diagonal matrix with negative entries, it is
rest assured that the eigenvalues of this matrix are negative
and real, and hence the system is LTI stable. This allows us
to conclude that limt→∞ e = 0. This implies that (xh, yh)→
(xr, yr). It is also worth noting that the R matrix is invertible
when h 6= 0. This requirement is a necessary condition
for Ackermann steering. However, the choice of (xh, yh) is
entirely up to the user, and it can be chosen sufficiently close
to (x, y) without affecting the invertibility.

The Ackermann steering method is a powerful technique
because it guarantees the stability of the system. It is clear that
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the system will always converge provided that the constraints
on K1,K2 are met. Ofcourse, this comes with the drawback
of losing control over the path being taken. However, with
sufficiently small space step, it is possible to ensure that the
robot does indeed follow a smooth path.

B. The Kalman Filter

In this section, we review the Kalman Filter and its utility
in autonomous robotics. The Kalman filter is required by
systems in order to smoothen the measured variables. All
decisions are made contingent on the measured values of
position and velocity from hardware such as accelerometer,
gyroscope and GPS. However, these readings are noisy and
successive readings can reflect high fluctuations due to the
noise present in the states as well as the output. Consequently,
the error propagates through the system and greatly affects its
performance.

The Kalman Filter is an effective way to ensure that the
noise is filtered so as to smoothen the output. This results in
a continuous and well-behaved dependency of the measured
variables with respect to time, and ameliorates the stability
of the system. Although the mathematical background for the
Kalman Filter is intense, we present a basic overview of the
equations associated with the process.

Consider a system whose state-space representation is given
by:

xk = Fk−1xk−1 +Gk−1uk−1 + wk−1 (10)
zk = Hkxk + vk (11)

Here, xk refers to the state variables at time instant k, and u is
the input to the system. F,G,H are the state matrices, and w, v
represent the noise in the states and output respectively, both
of which are assumed to be i.i.d Gaussian Random Variables.
Let Qk and Rk represent the covariance matrix of w and v
respectively. Hence, wk ∼ (0, Qk) and vk ∼ (0, Rk).

The Kalman Filter estimates the covariance apriori and
aposteriori as follows:

P−k = Fk−1P
+
k−1F

T
k−1 +Qk−1 (12a)

Kk = P−k H
T
k (HkP

−
k H

T
k +Rk)−1 (12b)

x̂−k = Fk−1x̂k−1 +Gk−1uk−1 (12c)

x̂+
k = x̂−k +Kk(zk −Hkx̂k−1) (12d)

P+
k =

[
(P−k )−1 +HT

k R
−1
k Hk

]−1
(12e)

Here, KK is the Kalman Gain, which does not need to
be explicitly tuned as the filter is capable of choosing it as
shown above. This procedure allows us to estimate the states
in a smooth manner.

A major drawback of this system is that it assumes a linear
system. Most robots are not linear in nature due to their non-
holonomic constraints. Consequently, an extended Kalman
Filter was developed to account for these non-linearities.
Consider a general system, where

xk = fk−1(xk−1, vk−1, wk−1) (13a)
zk = hk(xk, vk) (13b)
wk ∼ (0, Qk) (13c)
vk ∼ (0, Rk) (13d)

(13e)

Then, the matrices are calculated as

Fk−1 =
∂fk−1

∂x
|x̂+

k+1
Lk−1 =

∂fk−1

∂w
|x̂+

k+1
(14a)

Hk =
∂hk
∂x
|x̂−

k
Mk =

∂hk
∂v
|x̂−

k
(14b)

Lastly, the estimation is done in a similar fashion, with the
exception of the presence of L and M matrices.

P−k = Fk−1P
+
k−1F

T
k−1 + Lk−1Qk−1L

T
k−1 (15a)

Kk = P−k H
T
k (HkP

−
k H

T
k +MkRkM

T
k )−1 (15b)

x̂−k = fk−1(x̂k−1, uk−1, 0) (15c)

x̂+
k = x̂−k +Kk(zk − hk(x̂k−1, 0)) (15d)

P+
k =

[
(P−k )−1 +HT

k R
−1
k Hk

]−1
(15e)

This allows us to achieve the objective of smoothening the
output based on the measured quantities.

II. MATLAB SIMULATIONS

This section presents the progress of the team until midterm
II. Although advancements have been made on the hardware
side such as procuring the body of the robot and preparing the
frame, as well as on the software side such as preliminary code
for the obstacle avoidance algorithm and a mobile application
to import the GPS coordinates, the focus of this section will
be on the feedback linearization model and the Kalman Filter.
This is to highlight my individual contribution to the project.

A. The State Feedback Linearization Model

In this section, we illustrate the implementation of the
Ackermann Steering model. It is emphasized that the basic
version to navigate from point A to point B was already
implemented as a homework in partial fulfilment for the
requirements of this course.

In contrast, this model allows for greater degrees of free-
dom, and introduces the additional flexibility to allow for path
planning. Although the implementation is not a rigorous path
planning approach, it allows the achievement of a linear path
and also allows for ensuring navigation through a pre-specified
set of intermediate points. This is achieved by segmenting the
path between initial and final coordinate and implementing
the Ackermann Steering Model on each of the intermediate
points. If these intermediate points are relatively close to each
other, then the robot achieves a relatively linear path that
it follows. This can be further enforced by breaking up the
path into linearly spaced intermediate points. This process of
segmentation of path and iterative state feedback linearization
is simulated in MATLAB.
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1) MATLAB Code: This section presents the code for the
segmented state feedback linearization model. It consists of
a function to allow for navigation between a start and end
point, and a main function that creates a linear path segment
and performs waypoint navigation between the points.

Listing 1: MATLAB Code: Point to Point Navigation.m

function [P,Ph,j] = Ack_Steer(Pin, Pfi,
Pg, Phg, h, j1)

%% Step I: Initialization of Variables

dt = 0.1; % Time Step (Global)
t = 0:dt:200; % Discretization of Time

P = Pg; % Matrix of Initial States
% P(:,1) = X Coordiante of Robot
% P(:,2) = Y Coordinate of Robot
% P(:,3) = Angular Position, theta, of

Robot

P(j1,1) = Pin(1); %Initial x
P(j1,2) = Pin(2); %Initial y
P(j1,3) = Pin(3); %Initial theta

%% Parameters in Ackermann Steering Model
Pr = [Pfi(1), Pfi(2)];
% Pr(1) = x_r (Desired Final x coordinate

)
% Pr(2) = y_r (Desired Final y coordinate

)

K = [0.5 0; 0 0.5]; % Matrix (Problem
Statement)

% v = 0; % Initial Linear Velocity
% w = 0; % Initial Angular Velocity

Ph = Phg; % Matrix of Positions
% Ph(:,1) = x_h
% Ph(:,2) = y_h

for j = j1:j1+length(t)
Ph(j,1) = P(j,1) + h*cos(P(j,3)); %

Definition of x_h
Ph(j,2) = P(j,2) + h*sin(P(j,3)); %

Definition of y_h

E = Ph(j,:) - Pr; E = E'; % Error
Vector

R = [cos(P(j,3)) -h*sin(P(j,3)); sin(
P(j,3)) h*cos(P(j,3))]; % R Matrix

A = -inv(R)*K*E;

v = A(1); % Linear Velocity
w = A(2); % Angular Velocity

% Numerical Integration to get x,y
from \dot{x}, \dot{y}

P(j+1,1) = v*cos(P(j,3))*dt + P(j,1);
P(j+1,2) = v*sin(P(j,3))*dt + P(j,2);
P(j+1,3) = w*dt + P(j,3);
if max(abs(E)) < 0.001

break % No Point executing after
saturation

% This condition is needed to prevent
robot from lurking around an

% intermediate point. It should
directly move to the next point.

end
end
P = P(1:end-1,:); %Ensures vector length

compatibility

end

Listing 2: MATLAB Code: Segmented Ackermann
Navigation.m

function [P,Ph,t] = Robot_Path_Ack(P_in,
P_fi)

% P_in = Initial [x,y,theta]'
% P_fi = Final [x,y,theta]'
close all;

NP = 20; %Number of Points to break path
into

h = 0.05;
dt = 0.1; %Time Step

Pvec = zeros(NP,3); %Initializing vector
of positions

% Creating Array of Positions to navigate
to in steps

for i = 1:3
Pvec(:,i) = linspace(P_in(i), P_fi(i),

NP);
end
j1 = 1;
Pg = zeros(1,3); Phg = zeros(1,2);

%Pvec = [P_in, [-4;10;0], [6;-20;0], P_fi
]'

%NP = 4
%% Ackermann Steering for each segment
for i = 1:NP-1

% Navigate from previous to next
intermediate point

[P,Ph,j] = Ack_Steer(Pvec(i,:),Pvec(i
+1,:),Pg,Phg,h,j1);

Pvec(i+1,:) = P(end,:);
Pg = P; Phg = Ph; j1 = j;

end
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t = dt*(1:j); %Time Vector from
differential time step

%% Plotting Theta vs. t
figure(1);
plot(t,P(:,3),'r','LineWidth',1);
xlabel('Time $t$ [sec]', 'interpreter', '

latex','FontSize',12);
ylabel('Angular Position $\theta$ [rad]',

'interpreter', 'latex','FontSize',12)
;

title('$\theta$ vs $t$', 'interpreter','
latex','FontSize',14);

grid on; grid MINOR;
axis tight;

%% Plotting x vs. t and x_h vs t
figure(2);
plot(t,P(:,1),'r','LineWidth',1);
hold on
plot(t,Ph(:,1),'b','LineWidth',1);
legend({'$x$' '$x_h$'},'interpreter','

latex', 'FontSize',16);
xlabel('Time $t$ [sec]', 'interpreter', '

latex','FontSize',12);
ylabel('Position ($x$ Coordinate)', '

interpreter', 'latex','FontSize',12);
title('$x$ vs $t$', 'interpreter','latex'

,'FontSize',14);
grid on; grid MINOR;

%% Plotting y vs. t and y_h vs t
figure(3);
plot(t,P(:,2),'r','LineWidth',1);
hold on
plot(t,Ph(:,2),'b','LineWidth',1);
legend({'$y$' '$y_h$'},'interpreter','

latex', 'FontSize',16);
xlabel('Time $t$ [sec]', 'interpreter', '

latex','FontSize',12);
ylabel('Position ($y$ Coordinate)', '

interpreter', 'latex','FontSize',12);
title('$y$ vs $t$', 'interpreter','latex'

,'FontSize',14);
grid on; grid MINOR;

%% Plotting x vs. y and x_h vs y_h
figure(4);
plot(P(:,2),P(:,1),'r','LineWidth',1.1);
hold on
plot(Ph(:,2),Ph(:,1),'b-.','LineWidth',1)

;
legend({'$x$ vs $y$' '$x_h$ vs $y_h$'},'

interpreter','latex', 'FontSize',16, '
location', 'southeast');

xlabel('$y$ Coordinate', 'interpreter', '
latex','FontSize',12);

ylabel('$x$ Coordinate', 'interpreter', '

latex','FontSize',12);
title('$x$ vs $y$', 'interpreter','latex'

,'FontSize',14);
grid on; grid MINOR;

%% Saving Data as .fig and .pdf
for i = 1:4

figure(i)
fig = gcf;
fig.PaperPositionMode = 'auto';
fig_pos = fig.PaperPosition;
fig.PaperSize = [fig_pos(3) fig_pos

(4)];
MG_string_name = char(['C:\Users\

Lenovo\Desktop\CTE2\F_' num2str(i)
]);

savefig(MG_string_name)
print(fig,MG_string_name,'-dpdf','-r0

');
end
end

2) Results: In this section, we present the results of seg-
menting the path into a number of intermediate points and
simulating the navigation. Figure 1 presents the robot naviga-
tion from (x, y, θ) = (5, 5, 0) to (x, y) = (1, 4) after segmenting
the path into two intermediate points. It can be seen that the
system is really fast, but at the expense of involving rapid
fluctuations. This translates to a large energy expenditure and
can compromise stability by inducing large and rapid jerks in
the robot motion.
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Figure 1. Results of Ackermann Steering with Number of Segmented Points
= 2.

It is reasonable then to expect that increasing the num-
ber of segmentations in the path would allow for smoother
movements and reduce any rapid fluctuations. Figure 2 shows
the results when the path is segmented into 20 intermediate
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points. This results in a relatively linear path as can be seen
in fig. 2(d).
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Figure 2. Results of Ackermann Steering with Number of Segmented Points
= 20.

It is useful to observe that similar patterns are followed
when navigating between small distances. This is expected
as the GPS reading is not expected to change in the most
significant figures. Consequently, figure 3 displays the plots
followed by the segmented Ackermann model with initial point
(5.2, 5.4) and final point (5.7, 4.9).
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Figure 3. Results of Ackermann Steering with Number of Segmented Points
= 20.

Here, the translational difference between the red and blue
curves is more evident due to the relatively comparable value
of h with respect to the distance traversed.

B. The Kalman Filter

This section presents the preliminary efforts in developing
the Kalman Filter using Arduino IDE. The Filter is required
to ensure a smooth signal after measuring from the sensors.
Hence, the Arduino will take an input using its AnalogRead()
function, and pass the measured values to the Kalman Filter
Function which returns an estimate that fitlers the noise to the
best it can.

Here, we present two different Arduino codes. The first is
inspired from a Kalman Filter Code that is available on online
repositories. Due credit has been given to the author in the
code headers [1]. The code has, however, been adjusted to
account for some of the specifics as demanded by the model
at hand.

The second Arduino code is an effort to generalize the
Kalman Filter for arbitrary inputs by directly using the as-
sociated equations presented in this report. It is emphasized
that the code is a draft and is a work in progress.

/* Copyright (C) 2012 Kristian Lauszus,
TKJ Electronics. All rights reserved.

This code has been inspired by a publicly
available online repository.

*/

#ifndef _Kalman_h
#define _Kalman_h

// Defining the Filter as a Class
class Kalman {
public:

Kalman() {
/* We will set the variables like

so, these can also be tuned
by the user */

Q_angle = 0.001;
Q_bias = 0.0001;
R_measure = 0.11;

angle = 0;// Reset the angle
bias = 0; // Reset bias

// Since we assume that the bias
is 0 and we know the starting
angle, the error covariance
matrix is set as follows.

P[0][0] = 0;
P[0][1] = 0;
P[1][0] = 0;
P[1][1] = 0;

};
/* Units:

* 1. Angle: Degrees

* 2. Rate: Degrees per second

* 3. dt: Seconds */

//Function to get the angle from the
measured readings
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double getAngle(double newAngle,
double newRate, double dt) {

// Discrete Kalman filter time
update equations - Time Update
("Predict")

// Update xhat - Project the
state ahead

/* Step 1 */
rate = newRate - bias;
angle += dt * rate;

// Update estimation error
covariance - Project the error
covariance ahead

/* Step 2 */
P[0][0] += dt * (dt*P[1][1] - P

[0][1] - P[1][0] + Q_angle);
P[0][1] -= dt * P[1][1];
P[1][0] -= dt * P[1][1];
P[1][1] += Q_bias * dt;

// Discrete Kalman filter
measurement update equations -
Measurement Update ("Correct

")
// Calculate Kalman gain -

Compute the Kalman gain
/* Step 4 */
S = P[0][0] + R_measure;
/* Step 5 */
K[0] = P[0][0] / S;
K[1] = P[1][0] / S;

// Calculate angle and bias -
Update estimate with
measurement zk (newAngle)

/* Step 3 */
y = newAngle - angle;
/* Step 6 */
angle += K[0] * y;
bias += K[1] * y;

// Calculate estimation error
covariance - Update the error
covariance

/* Step 7 */
P[0][0] -= K[0] * P[0][0];
P[0][1] -= K[0] * P[0][1];
P[1][0] -= K[1] * P[0][0];
P[1][1] -= K[1] * P[0][1];

return angle;
};
void setAngle(double newAngle) {

angle = newAngle; }; // Used to
set angle, this should be set as
the starting angle

double getRate() { return rate; }; //
Return the unbiased rate

/* These are used to tune the Kalman
filter */

void setQangle(double newQ_angle) {
Q_angle = newQ_angle; };

void setQbias(double newQ_bias) {
Q_bias = newQ_bias; };

void setRmeasure(double newR_measure)
{ R_measure = newR_measure; };

double getQangle() { return Q_angle;
};

double getQbias() { return Q_bias; };
double getRmeasure() { return

R_measure; };

private:
/* Kalman filter variables */
double Q_angle; // Process noise

variance for the accelerometer
double Q_bias; // Process noise

variance for the gyro bias
double R_measure; // Measurement

noise variance - this is actually
the variance of the measurement
noise

double angle; // The angle
calculated by the Kalman filter -
part of the 2x1 state vector

double bias; // The gyro bias
calculated by the Kalman filter -
part of the 2x1 state vector

double rate; // Unbiased rate
calculated from the rate and the
calculated bias - you have to call
getAngle to update the rate

double P[2][2]; // Error covariance
matrix - This is a 2x2 matrix

double K[2]; // Kalman gain - This
is a 2x1 vector

double y; // Angle difference
double S; // Estimate error

};
#endif

III. PROCEDURE

In this section, we present the procedural steps undertaken
in order to implement the robot.
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Figure 5. The Robot Body Frame after all connections

A. Equipment Used

(a) Microcontroller: Arduino. (b) H-Bridge Module.

(c) Inertial Measurement Unit. (d) Battery: Power System.

Figure 4. Some Components used in Building the Robot.

B. Building the Robot: Hardware

The above components along with the GPS module are used
to build the robot. The frame is presented in figure. 5 after all
connections are put in place.

C. Programming the Robot: Software

In this section, we present the Arduino code that was used
to program the Ackermann steering model. The result of doing
so does not match the expectation, and is provided as a video
file.

#include <SparkFun_Ublox_Arduino_Library.
h>

#include <Wire.h>
#define enA 5
#define enB 6
#define echopin 2
#define trigpin 3
#define button 4
//requirements to run Ackermann steering
#define h 1
#define k1 0.2
#define k2 0.2
#define l 0.135 // Length of Robot in

meters (wheel to wheel)

SFE_UBLOX_GPS myGPS;
int in1 = 10;
int in2 = 11;
int in3 = 9;
int in4 = 12;
int j = 0;
int KR;
float errorX, errorY, errorZ;
float t_temp;
int rotDirection = 0;
int pressed = false;
long d;
float Theta_X, Theta_Y, theta;
int Volt_right, Volt_left;
// GPS Initial Conditions
const double pi =

3.1415926535897932384626433832795;
//WGS-84 geodetic constants
const double a = 6378137; //

WGS-84 Earth semimajor axis (m)
const double b = 6356752.3142; //

WGS-84 Earth semiminor axis (m)
const double f = (6378137 - 6356752.3142)

/ 6378137; // Ellipsoid
Flatness

const double e_sq = 0.003352810672 * (2 -
0.003352810672); // Square of

Eccentricity
double ned[3];
float s, heading, lat, longt, alt = 0;
double vector[2];
double x0, y0; // Origin

//Initial Conditions
double Vx = 0;
double Vy = 0;
double x = 0;
double y = 0;
double x_IMU;
double y_IMU;
double v = 0;
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double w = 0;

double xh = 0;
double yh = 0;

double e1 = 0;
double e2 = 0;

double vl = 0;
double vr = 0;

double pwm_l = 0;
double pwm_r = 0;

//Final Points
double xr = 20;
double yr = 20;

long x_GPS, y_GPS;

//Gyro Variables
float dt, time, timePrev; //

Variables for time control
int gyro_error=0;

//We use this
variable to only calculate once the
gyro data error

float GyrX, GyrY, GyrZ; //Here we
store the raw data read

float Gyro_angle_x, Gyro_angle_y,
Gyro_angle_z; //Here we store
the angle value obtained with Gyro
data

float Gyro_raw_error_x, Gyro_raw_error_y,
Gyro_raw_error_z; //Here we store the
initial gyro data error

//Acc Variables
int acc_error=0;

//We use this variable to only
calculate once the Acc data error

float rad_to_deg = 180/3.141592654;
//This value is for pasing from
radians to degrees values

float AccX, AccY, AccZ; //Here we
store the raw data read

float Acc_angle_x, Acc_angle_y,
Acc_angle_z; //Here we store
the angle value obtained with Acc data

float Acc_angle_error_x,
Acc_angle_error_y, Acc_angle_error_z;
//Here we store the initial Acc data
error

float Total_angle_x, Total_angle_y,
Total_angle_z;

double ref_pos[3] =
{25.505943,55.239823,0};

void setup() {
//initializing status of motors to move

forward
pinMode(enA, OUTPUT);
pinMode(in1, OUTPUT);
pinMode(in2, OUTPUT);
pinMode(enB, OUTPUT);
pinMode(in3, OUTPUT);
pinMode(in4, OUTPUT);

//setting the baud rate to 9600
Serial.begin(9600);

//initializing the echo and trigger
pins of the ultrasonic

pinMode(trigpin, OUTPUT);
pinMode(echopin,INPUT);

// Set initial rotation direction
digitalWrite(in1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(in2, LOW);

digitalWrite(in3, LOW);
digitalWrite(in4, HIGH);

// Set up for the IMU
Wire.begin();
Wire.beginTransmission(0x68);
Wire.write(0x6B);
Wire.write(0x00);
Wire.endTransmission(true);
//Gyroscope config
Wire.beginTransmission(0x68);
Wire.write(0x1B);
Wire.write(0x10);
Wire.endTransmission(true);
//Accelerometer config
Wire.beginTransmission(0x68);
Wire.write(0x1C);
Wire.write(0x10);
Wire.endTransmission(true);
time = millis();

// Removing the offset in acceleration
readings

if(acc_error==0)
{
for(int a=0; a<500; a++)
{
Wire.beginTransmission(0x68);
Wire.write(0x3B);

//Ask for
the 0x3B register- correspond to
AcX

Wire.endTransmission(false);
Wire.requestFrom(0x68,6,true);
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AccX=(Wire.read()<<8|Wire.read())
/4096.0 ; //each value needs two
registres

AccY=(Wire.read()<<8|Wire.read())
/4096.0 ;

AccZ=(Wire.read()<<8|Wire.read())
/4096.0 ;

AccX +=AccX;
AccY +=AccY;
AccZ +=AccZ;

// Mean Error is Found
if(a==499)
{

errorX = AccX/500;
errorY = AccY/500;
errorZ = AccZ/500;
acc_error=1;

}
}

}

// Removing the offset in angular
velocity readings

if(gyro_error==0)
{

for(int i=0; i<200; i++)
{

Wire.beginTransmission(0x68);
Wire.write(0x43);
Wire.endTransmission(false);
Wire.requestFrom(0x68,6,true);
GyrX=Wire.read()<<8|Wire.read();
GyrY=Wire.read()<<8|Wire.read();
GyrZ=Wire.read()<<8|Wire.read();

Gyro_raw_error_x = Gyro_raw_error_x
+ (GyrX/32.8);

Gyro_raw_error_y = Gyro_raw_error_y
+ (GyrY/32.8);

Gyro_raw_error_z = Gyro_raw_error_z
+ (GyrZ/32.8);

// FInding Mean Error
if(i==199)
{

Gyro_raw_error_x =
Gyro_raw_error_x/200;

Gyro_raw_error_y =
Gyro_raw_error_y/200;

Gyro_raw_error_z =
Gyro_raw_error_z/200;

gyro_error=1;
}

}
}//end of gyro error calculation

//Setup for the GPS
if (myGPS.begin() == false) //Connect

to the Ublox module using Wire port
{
Serial.println(F("Ublox GPS not

detected at default I2C address.
Please check wiring. Freezing."));

while (1);
}
myGPS.setI2COutput(COM_TYPE_UBX); //Set

the I2C port to output UBX only (
turn off NMEA noise)

myGPS.setNavigationFrequency(5);
myGPS.saveConfiguration(); //Save the

current settings to flash and BBR
}

void loop() {
go_straight();
go_straight();

// RW = 1.00589971*LW;
//Get Current Acceleration and Angular

Velocity
Read_IMU();
// This Updates x_IMU,y_IMU, Vx, Vy, AccX

, AccY, GyrZ, theta
Read_GPS();
// This Updates x_GPS, y_GPS

//Complementary Filter with Coefficients
from Gains

//GPS position reading is less affeced by
noise for us

x = 0.05*x_IMU + 0.95*x_GPS;
y = 0.05*y_IMU + 0.95*y_GPS;

//This Gives Velocity to Left and Right
Wheel

Ackermann();

//Now we map Velocities to Voltages
Volt_left = vel2volt(vl, 0.477); //Velmax

= 47.77 cm/s
Volt_right = vel2volt(vr, 0.477); //

Velmax = 47.77 cm/s

//Now we steer the robot according to the
calculated voltages

SteerRobot(vl,vr);

// Obstacle Avoidance Part
d = Distance_from_Obs();
j = 0;
//this helps to avoid obstacles when it

is 0.5m away from it
while (d < 50){

Avoid_Obs();
j++;
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d = Distance_from_Obs();
Read_IMU();
Read_GPS();

}
}

// Functions

//Function to Turn and Avoid Obstacle
//Function to Perform Interrupt when

Obstacle is Detected
void Avoid_Obs(){
// Rotate Robot Immediately
rotate_ccw();
d = Distance_from_Obs(); // Keep

avoiding till no obstacle
if (d > 50){

t_temp = millis();
if (millis() - t_temp < 2000){

go_straight();
}
KR = 0;
while(KR <= j){
rotate_cw();
KR++;

}
}

}

void rotate_cw(){
//enA = Left Wheel
analogWrite(enA, map(900, 0, 1023, 0 ,

255)); // Send PWM signal to L298N
Enable pin

//enB = Right Wheel
analogWrite(enB, map(150, 0, 1023, 0 ,

255));
}
//Function for Robot to Rotate Counter

Clockwise
void rotate_ccw(){
//enA = Left Wheel
analogWrite(enA, map(150, 0, 1023, 0 ,

255)); // Send PWM signal to L298N
Enable pin

//enB = Right Wheel
analogWrite(enB, map(900, 0, 1023, 0 ,

255));
}

// Function for Robot to go Straight
void go_straight(){
//enA = Left Wheel
analogWrite(enA, map(1023, 0, 1023, 0 ,

255)); // Send PWM signal to L298N
Enable pin

//enB = Right Wheel
analogWrite(enB, map(1010, 0, 1023, 0 ,

255));
}

// Function to get Distance from Obstacle
using Ultrasonic Sensor

float Distance_from_Obs(){
float m;
digitalWrite(trigpin,LOW);
delayMicroseconds(2);
digitalWrite(trigpin,HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(10);
digitalWrite(trigpin,LOW);
m = pulseIn(echopin,HIGH);
m = m/58.2;
return m;

}

// Function to MAP Calculated Velocities
to Output Voltage

int vel2volt(float Vel, float Velmax){
int Volt;
//Velmax is the maximum possible

velocity, when output = Voltmax
(1023)

//Assume Linear Relationship
Volt = 1023*Vel/Velmax;
return Volt;

}

// Function to Determine Difference in
Voltage between Wheels Based on Omega

int omega2diff(float omega, float
omegamaxccw, float omegamaxcw){
//omegamax is the maximum rotational

speed [clockwise/counter-clockwise
]

//Assuming omegaccw is measured as
positive

int Vdiff;
if (omega>0){
Vdiff = 1023*omega/omegamaxccw;

}
else if (omega == 0){
Vdiff = 0;

}
else{
Vdiff = 1023*omega/omegamaxcw;

}
//Vdiff is the voltage difference

that must be applied to get the
turn

return Vdiff;
}

void Ackermann(){
xh = x + h*cos(theta);
yh = y + h*sin(theta);
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e1 = xh - xr;
e2 = yh - yr;

v = (k1*cos(theta) + k2*sin(theta))*e1;
w = ((-k1*sin(theta)/h) + (-k2*cos(

theta)/h))*e2;

//Obtain Required Speed for Each Motor
vl = v + (l*w/2);
vr = v - (l*w/2);

}

// Function to Provide Vel2Volt Value to
Individual Wheels

void SteerRobot(int Vleft, int Vright){
// Vleft, Vright are voltages to be

provided based on Vel2Volt Values
analogWrite(enA, map(Vleft, 0, 1023, 0

, 255)); // Send PWM signal to L298N
Enable pin

analogWrite(enB, map(Vright, 0, 1023, 0
, 255)); // Send PWM signal to

L298N Enable pin
}

void Read_IMU(){
timePrev = time;

// the previous time is stored before
the actual time read

time = millis();
// actual time read

dt = (time - timePrev) / 1000; //divide
by 1000 in order to obtain seconds

//////////////////////////////////////
Gyro read
/////////////////////////////////////

Wire.beginTransmission(0x68);
//begin, Send the slave

adress (in this case 68)
Wire.write(0x43);

//First adress
of the Gyro data

Wire.endTransmission(false);
Wire.requestFrom(0x68,6,true);

//We ask for just 4
registers

GyrX=Wire.read()<<8|Wire.read(); //
Once again we shif and sum

GyrY=Wire.read()<<8|Wire.read();
GyrZ=Wire.read()<<8|Wire.read();

GyrX = (GyrX/32.8) - Gyro_raw_error_x;
GyrY = (GyrY/32.8) - Gyro_raw_error_y;
GyrZ = (GyrZ/32.8) - Gyro_raw_error_z;

Theta_X += GyrX*dt;
Theta_Y += GyrY*dt;
theta += GyrZ*dt;

//////////////////////////////////////
Acc read
/////////////////////////////////////

Wire.beginTransmission(0x68); //
begin, Send the slave adress (in this
case 68)

Wire.write(0x3B); //Ask
for the 0x3B register- correspond to
AcX

Wire.endTransmission(false); //keep
the transmission and next

Wire.requestFrom(0x68,6,true); //We
ask for next 6 registers starting
withj the 3B

AccX=(Wire.read()<<8|Wire.read())/4096.0
- errorX-0.052; //each value needs
two registres

AccY=(Wire.read()<<8|Wire.read())/4096.0
- errorY ;

AccZ=(Wire.read()<<8|Wire.read())/4096.0
- errorZ ;

Acc_angle_x = (atan((AccY)/sqrt(pow((
AccX),2) + pow((AccZ),2)))*rad_to_deg
) - Acc_angle_error_x;

Acc_angle_y = (atan(-1*(AccX)/sqrt(pow((
AccY),2) + pow((AccZ),2)))*rad_to_deg
) - Acc_angle_error_y;

Acc_angle_z = atan(sqrt(pow(AccY,2) +
pow(AccX,2))/AccZ)*rad_to_deg -
Acc_angle_error_z;

// Now, we have the angle calculated by
integerating gyro and using euler
formulas on accelerometer readings.

//here we use complementary filter for
better estimate of the angle

Total_angle_x = 0.98 *(Total_angle_x +
Gyro_angle_x) + 0.02*Acc_angle_x;

Total_angle_y = 0.98 *(Total_angle_y +
Gyro_angle_y) + 0.02*Acc_angle_y;

Total_angle_z = 0.98 *(Total_angle_z +
Gyro_angle_z) + 0.02*Acc_angle_z;

//Integrate Acc to get Velocity
Vx += dt*AccX;
Vy += dt*AccY;

//Integrate Velocity to Get Position
x_IMU += dt*Vx;
y_IMU += dt*Vy;
}
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void Read_GPS(){
lat = myGPS.getLatitude();
longt = myGPS.getLongitude()/10000000.0;
s = myGPS.getGroundSpeed();
heading = myGPS.getHeading();
}

// Converts WGS-84 Geodetic point (lat,
lon, h) to the

// Earth-Centered Earth-Fixed (ECEF)
coordinates (x, y, z).

void GeodeticToEcef(double geodetic[3],
double ecef[3])

{
// Convert to radians in notation

consistent with the paper:
double lambda = (geodetic[0] * pi / 180)

;
double phi = (geodetic[1] * pi / 180);
double s = sin(lambda);
double N = a / sqrt(1 - e_sq * s * s);
double sin_lambda = sin(lambda);
double cos_lambda = cos(lambda);
double cos_phi = cos(phi);
double sin_phi = sin(phi);
double h_GPS = (geodetic[2]);
ecef[0] = (h_GPS + N) * cos_lambda *

cos_phi;
ecef[1] = (h_GPS + N) * cos_lambda *

sin_phi;
ecef[2] = (h_GPS + (1 - e_sq) * N) *

sin_lambda;
}
// Converts the Earth-Centered Earth-

Fixed (ECEF) coordinates (x, y, z) to
// East-North-Up coordinates in a Local

Tangent Plane that is centered at the
// (WGS-84) Geodetic point (lat0, lon0,

h0).
void EcefToEnu(double ecef[3], double

ref_pos[3], double ned[3])
{
// Convert to radians in notation

consistent with the paper:
double x = ecef[0];
double y = ecef[1];
double z = ecef[2];
double lat0 = ref_pos[0];
double lon0 = ref_pos[1];
double h0 = ref_pos[2];
double lambda = pi / 180 * (lat0);
double phi = pi / 180 * (lon0);
double s = sin(lambda);
double N = a / sqrt(1 - e_sq * s * s);
double sin_lambda = sin(lambda);
double cos_lambda = cos(lambda);
double cos_phi = cos(phi);
double sin_phi = sin(phi);

double x0 = (h0 + N) * cos_lambda *
cos_phi;

double y0 = (h0 + N) * cos_lambda *
sin_phi;

double z0 = (h0 + (1 - e_sq) * N) *
sin_lambda;

double xd, yd, zd;
xd = x - x0;
yd = y - y0;
zd = z - z0;
// This is the matrix multiplication
ned[0] = -sin_phi * xd + cos_phi * yd;
ned[1] = -cos_phi * sin_lambda * xd -

sin_lambda * sin_phi * yd +
cos_lambda * zd;

ned[2] = cos_lambda * cos_phi * xd +
cos_lambda * sin_phi * yd +
sin_lambda * zd;

}
// Converts the geodetic WGS-84

coordinated (lat, lon, h) to
// East-North-Up coordinates in a Local

Tangent Plane that is centered at the
// (WGS-84) Geodetic point (lat0, lon0,

h0).
void GeodeticToEnu(double geodetic_in[3],

double ref_pos[3], double ned[3])
{
double ecef[3];
GeodeticToEcef(geodetic_in, ecef);
EcefToEnu(ecef, ref_pos, ned);
}

D. Calibration

IV. PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTATION

This section delineates the preliminary experimentation
done with the individual subsystems of the robot, as well as
the entire model. In the first part, we look at the working of
the individual subsystems.

A. Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU)

The IMU was procured and implemented on the body frame
of the robot. It was calibrated electronically as shown in the
software based Arduino setup code in the software section.
The results of doing so are printed on the serial display in the
Arduino IDE. A screenshot of these results Is also provided.

It is evident that the readings from the accelerometer and
gyroscope are accurate to a certain degree. The gyroscope
exhibits sensitivity to rotation, and the angular position is
accurately obtained for multiple configurations. Some of these
configurations are provided below.
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Figure 7. Readings from GPS Module on Serial Monitor.

(a) Robot oriented at 0 degrees. (b) Result of IMU.

(c) Robot oriented at 90 degrees. (d) Result of IMU.

Figure 6. Results of Position Measurement using IMU.

Furthermore, the linear velocity and linear position of the
robot is obtained by integrating the measured acceleration with
respect to time. The code presented in the report does this,
but the noisy readings of the accelerometer amplify this effect
down the pipeline, resulting in rather large fluctuations in the
measured position.

B. Global Positioning System Module (GPS)

The GPS module was procured in order to account for
the noisy readings obtained by the IMU. The primary ob-
jective was to attain a second source of position so that a
complementary filter can be implemented in order to smooth
out the readings. Therefore, the GPS module was calibrated
and implemented, and was given a period of time to lock its
readings. The latitude and longitude obtained from the GPS,
along with the velocity and the heading are displayed on the
serial monitor. A screenshot of this is also provided in fig. 7.

Therefore, it is evident that the GPS module works as
expected as a standalone subsystem. We now have two sources

of position, both angular and linear. It is also emphasized that
the latitude and longitude as obtained by the GPS module
is converted to Cartesian coordinates through the procedure
outlined in the software. This conversion is available as a
function in the provided code.

C. Complementary Filter

The team initially experimented with the preliminary code
for the Kalman Filter, as provided in section II-B. However,
the result of doing so did not match the expectation. This is at-
tributed to improper choice of the matrices, that were selected
without calculation. We emphasize that the implementation of
the Kalman filter is not an objective of this project, but is
rather a tool to obtain clean values from the measurements.
However, since multiple sources of readings are now available,
the team decided to implement a complementary filter instead.
This was separately done for both the angular position and the
linear position as well.

This decision is justified on the grounds that the comple-
mentary filter is simplified in terms of implementation, albeit
compromises the level of accuracy compared to the Kalman
filter. However, it was estimated that this reduction in accuracy
does not compromise the performance of the system, as the
margin of error allows for small variations.

The complementary filter was experimented with for dif-
ferent sets of weights that control the proportions of the
individual measurements which comprise the final estimated
value. Since the position from the GPS is more accurate than
the speed, and the angular position from the IMU is just as
accurate as the heading from the GPS, the gains of the com-
plementary filter were tuned on MATLAB, and the resulting
coefficients were directly implemented on the Arduino code.
It was found that the result of the complementary filter as a
standalone device matched the expectations.

D. Obstacle Detection and Avoidance

The obstacle detection and avoidance was implemented in
Arduino IDE, and is a relatively simple code to avoid small
obstacles. The code for this has already been presented in the
software section of the report. Figure 8 shows frames from
a video sequence in which the robot detects the obstacle and
steers itself to avoid it.
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(a) Frame 1. (b) Frame 2.

(c) Frame 3. (d) Frame 4.

Figure 8. Results of Obstacle Detection and Avoidance.

Multiple avoidance schemes were implemented. These in-
clude one in which the calculations are re-done after executing
an interrupt routine whenever an obstacle is detected. The
routine primarily involves forcibly turning the robot until the
obstacle is no longer in the field of vision, followed by moving
straight while ensuring no other obstacles are detected. Once
the robot is away from the obstacle, it steers itself to its
original heading, and executes Ackermann steering.

E. Lower Level Motor Control

The DC motors and their encoders do not meet the expecta-
tion of the project. They are extremely sensitive to the smallest
voltage variations in their input. The main objective of this
section was to answer the question: What values of voltage is
given to individual motors to achieve a certain velocity of the
corresponding wheel?

Ackermann steering answers the velocity of individual
wheels based on the required angular velocity and linear
velocity. Therefore, we require a function to map the velocity
to the voltage. Different schema were implemented to achieve
this, the simplest of which assumed a linear relationship, and
created a one-to-one mathematical function to map the velocity
to the required voltage. However, the relationship is infact non-
linear, but may be approximated by this model within a margin
of error. At this stage, it is unsure whether the application can
tolerate the induced error.

The motors were calibrated for the robot to move straight,
and the voltage values that drive the robot straight at its
maximum velocity are used as reference values to design
this function. The calibration of the motor allows it to move
perfectly in a straight line.

However, the values of voltage given to Motor 1 and Motor
2 are different (by a small amount) for it to move straight. For
example, for discretized voltage values between 0 and 1023,
the following values of voltage make the robot go straight:

VR = 1023, VL = 1005

. Therefore, this miscalibration is accounted for by calculating
the bias with which this error is accounted for. We define

∆V = VR − VL = 18

δV =
VR
VL

= 1.01791045

Therefore, to account for this, attempts were made using
the aforementioned linear model to correct the bias and slope,
so as to allow the robot to move straight at reduced speeds.
However, this is not as simple as expected, as the robot is
seen to not move perfectly straight. Accounting for this error
by linear models allow the robot to move straight for a small
discrete subset of velocities. However, this is not generalizable
to the entire domain of velocities that the robot can move, as a
result of which - in general, asking the robot to fix its heading
given a linear velocity is extremely difficult. Small errors result
in rotation of the robot, as a result of which the robot gets
really confused really fast. Therefore, the main bottleneck of
the project so far is the low level DC motor control.

F. Discussion on Results of Experimentation

It is evident from the initial experimentation that most
of the individual subsystems work the way we would like
them to. For example, the measurement of position, velocity
and acceleration for the linear and angular motion of the
robot is captured by the IMU and GPS to a degree of
accuracy that is acceptable for the model. Furthermore, a
simple complementary filter is able to estimate the current
positions based on the predefined gains that influence the
weights of the filter. Furthermore, the robot is calibrated
physically as well as electronically to allow it to move straight.
However, the main bottleneck stems from the inability to
calibrate the voltage required by the individual motors to rotate
at required speeds. Various attempts at linear models were tried
in which the error was corrected by additive and multiplicative
means. Furthermore, scaling and shifting the voltages based
on the required velocities did achieve a certain degree of
accuracy. However, given that the robot moves for a relatively
longer time, even smaller variations in the angles result in
large discrepancies. Consequently, the net result was that the
required velocity in linear and angular terms was unable to
be translated to lower level DC motor control. The effect was
that although the required velocity is correctly calculated, the
control action is unable to manifest itself, as the manipulated
variable fails to communicate effectively with the measured
variable.

V. ALTERNATE STEERING MODE

The subsequent calibration attempts were greatly hindered
by the low quality motors. The calibration and error correcting
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factors required by the individudal motors not only varied
at different speeds, but also varied for the same speed at
different intervals of time. This proved to be disastrous for
the robot as the effect of attempting to change the wheel
velocities is manifested in a haywire fashion. Small differences
in the error results in the robot taking circular paths instead
of straight lines due to the constant difference between the
voltages applied to the individual wheels.

Therefore, the team deliberated on alternate steering mech-
anisms that can achieve the objective of moving from point A
to point B given the GPS coordinates. The project model was
evaluated under the new constraints which are summarized
below.

The robot must navigate from point A to point B. We have
good access to:
• Angular Position of the Robot.

• Current Position of the Robot.
• Making the robot go straight at its maximum velocity.
We do not have good control over:
• Changing the velocity of the robot.

• Controlling the robot at velocities that is not its maximum
speed.

Keeping these criteria in mind, the team proposed an
alternate steering mechanism which is inspired from the PID
based control studied in class, in which the angle of the robot
is first turned so as to fix the heading of the robot towards the
destination. The robot then moves straight in order to minimize
the error between its current position and the destination.
This methodology involves the robot turning, which is hard
to control at arbitrary speeds due to the previously mentioned
shortcomings of the motor control problem. However, it is
possible to implement the rotation at fixed speeds, and stop
the rotation when the heading is measured to be the desired
one. The desired heading is easily calculated by converting the
GPS obtained coordinates and finding the vector of interest.
The following steps summarize the process.

1) Use IMU and GPS to get the current linear and angular
position of the robot.

2) Use GPS to get the desired destination.
3) Convert both points to cartesian coordinates inside the

frame of reference.
4) Fix an origin, say at the current position, and treat the

vector from the source to the destination as the required
heading.

5) Calculate the required heading using arctan ∆y
∆x , where

∆x and ∆y are the projections of the vector on x and
y axes respectively.

6) Implement a fixed velocity rotation in either clock-
wise or counter-clockwise direction while measuring the
heading using the IMU.

7) Stop rotating the robot when the measured angular
direction is aligned with the desired heading.

8) Steer the robot in a straight line until it reaches within
a prespecified radius from the desired coordinates.

9) Detect the presence of obstacles in the path of the robot.

10) If an obstacle is detected, implement the obstacle avoid-
ance interrupt code, which can be one of two methods:
• Steer away from the obstacle, and recalculate the

heading to restart the code.
• Steer away and immediately correct for the error

by implementing inverse commands. For example,
if the obstacle avoidance was to rotate by 90 degrees
and go straight till obstacle is no longer detected,
the remainder of the process involves rotating by
-90 degrees and returning back the same distance
after crossing the obstacle.

This algorithm is implemented on the Arduino IDE and the
code is presented below.

// Including Libraries of Interest
#include <Wire.h>
#include <SparkFun_Ublox_Arduino_Library.

h>
#define enA 5
#define enB 6
#define echopin 2
#define trigpin 3
#define button 4

//Gyro Variables
float elapsedTime, time, timePrev; //

Variables for time control
int gyro_error=0; //We use this variable

to only calculate once the gyro data
error

float Gyr_rawX, Gyr_rawY, Gyr_rawZ; //
Here we store the raw data read

float Gyro_angle_x, Gyro_angle_y,
Gyro_angle_z; //Here we store the
angle value obtained with Gyro data

float Gyro_raw_error_x, Gyro_raw_error_y,
Gyro_raw_error_z; //Here we store the
initial gyro data error

SFE_UBLOX_GPS myGPS;
int in1 = 10;
int in2 = 11;
int in3 = 9;
int in4 = 12;
int j = 0;
int KR;

float t_temp;
// GPS Initial Conditions
double pi =

3.1415926535897932384626433832795;
//WGS-84 geodetic constants
const double a = 6378137; //

WGS-84 Earth semimajor axis (m)
const double b = 6356752.3142; //

WGS-84 Earth semiminor axis (m)
const double f = (6378137 - 6356752.3142)

/ 6378137.0; // Ellipsoid
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Flatness
const double e_sq = 0.003352810672 * (2.0

- 0.003352810672); // Square of
Eccentricity

double theta, theta_1, error;
double ned[3];
float s, heading, lat, longt,lat_d

=25.310686,longt_d=55.490911, alt = 0;
int flag = 0;
double x,y,x1,y1;
double ref_pos[3];
double d;

//Setup code to Initialize Everything
void setup() {
Serial.begin(9600);

//Initialize Motors
pinMode(enA, OUTPUT);
pinMode(in1, OUTPUT);
pinMode(in2, OUTPUT);
pinMode(enB, OUTPUT);
pinMode(in3, OUTPUT);
pinMode(in4, OUTPUT);
pinMode(trigpin, OUTPUT);
pinMode(echopin,INPUT);

// Set initial rotation direction
digitalWrite(in1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(in2, LOW);

digitalWrite(in3, LOW);
digitalWrite(in4, HIGH);

//Initialize IMU
Wire.begin(); //begin the wire

comunication
Wire.beginTransmission(0x68); //begin,

Send the slave adress (in this case
68)

Wire.write(0x6B); //make the reset (
place a 0 into the 6B register)

Wire.write(0x00);
Wire.endTransmission(true); //end the

transmission

//Initialize Gyroscope
Wire.beginTransmission(0x68); //begin

, Send the slave adress (in this
case 68)

Wire.write(0x1B); //We want to write to
the GYRO_CONFIG register (1B hex)

Wire.write(0x10); //Set the register
bits as 00010000 (1000dps full scale
)

Wire.endTransmission(true); //End the
transmission with the gyro

//Initialize Accelerometer
Wire.beginTransmission(0x68); //Start

communication with the address found
during search.

Wire.write(0x1C); //We want to write to
the ACCEL_CONFIG register

Wire.write(0x10); //Set the register
bits as 00010000 (+/- 8g full scale
range)

Wire.endTransmission(true);

//Gyroscope Calibration
if(gyro_error==0)
{
for(int i=0; i<500; i++)
{
Wire.beginTransmission(0x68);
Wire.write(0x43);
Wire.endTransmission(false);
Wire.requestFrom(0x68,6,true);
Gyr_rawX=Wire.read()<<8|Wire.read()

;
Gyr_rawY=Wire.read()<<8|Wire.read()

;
Gyr_rawZ=Wire.read()<<8|Wire.read()

;

Gyro_raw_error_x = Gyro_raw_error_x
+ (Gyr_rawX/32.8);

Gyro_raw_error_y = Gyro_raw_error_y
+ (Gyr_rawY/32.8);

Gyro_raw_error_z = Gyro_raw_error_z
+ (Gyr_rawZ/32.8);

//Getting Mean Error
if(i==499)
{

Gyro_raw_error_x =
Gyro_raw_error_x/500;

Gyro_raw_error_y =
Gyro_raw_error_y/500;

Gyro_raw_error_z =
Gyro_raw_error_z/500;

gyro_error=1;
}

}
}

//Initialize GPS
if (myGPS.begin() == false) //GPS Must

be Functioning
{
Serial.println(F("Ublox GPS not

detected at default I2C address.
Please check wiring. Freezing."));

while (1);
}
myGPS.setI2COutput(COM_TYPE_UBX); //Set
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the I2C port to output UBX only (
turn off NMEA noise)

myGPS.setNavigationFrequency(5);
myGPS.saveConfiguration();
time = millis();
Read_GPS();
ref_pos[0] = lat;
ref_pos[1] = longt;
ref_pos[2] = alt;

}

// Main Loop
void loop() {
if(flag == 0) // If Heading is Not

Aligned
{
Read_GPS(); // Gets Latitude, Longitude

etc.
double geodetic[3] = {lat,longt,alt};

// Convert to NED
GeodeticToEnu(geodetic,ref_pos,ned);
x = ned[0];
y = ned[1];
//convert destination coordinates to

NED
double geodetic1[3] = {lat_d,longt_d,

alt};
GeodeticToEnu(geodetic,ref_pos,ned);
x1 = ned[0];
y1 = ned[1];
//changing the heading obtained from

gps to angle calculated from x-axis
CCW

if (heading > 0 && heading<pi/2)
theta = pi/2 - heading;

else if (heading>= pi/2 && heading<=pi)
theta = 2*pi - (heading - pi/2);

else if (heading>= pi && heading<= 3/2

*pi)
theta = 3/2 *pi -(heading - pi);

else if (heading>= 3/2 *pi && heading
<=2*pi)

theta = pi - (heading- 3/2 *pi);
theta_1 = atan(y1/x1);
//to avoid the negative angle that tan

inverse may give us.
//this makes the angle swing from 0 to

360
if (y1 > 0 && x1<0)

theta_1 = theta_1 + pi;
else if (y1 < 0 && x1 < 0)

theta_1 = theta_1 + pi;
else if (y1 < 0 && x1 > 0)

theta_1 = theta_1 + 2*pi;
//calculating the error to decide

whether to move in cw or ccw
direction

error = theta - theta_1;

Gyro_angle_z = 0;
if(error > 0)
{
Read_IMU();
while(abs(Gyro_angle_z) < abs(error))
{

rotate_cw(); //Rotate according to
shorter path

Read_IMU();
}

}
if(error < 0)

{
Read_IMU();
while(abs(Gyro_angle_z) < abs(error))
{

rotate_ccw(); //Rotate according to
shorter path

Read_IMU();
}

}
flag = 1; //Heading is now aligned

}

// Robot moves straight at fixed velocity
go_straight();
go_straight();

//Update GPS and Convert to NED
Read_GPS();
double geodetic[3] = {lat,longt,alt};
GeodeticToEnu(geodetic,ref_pos,ned);
x = ned[0];
y = ned[1];

//Check if Destination is Reached
if((x <= (x1 + 1.5) && x >= (x1 - 1.5))

&&(y <= y1 + 1.5 && y >= y1 - 1.5))
{

stopp();
while(1);

}
//// Obstacle Detection and Avoidance

////
// Calculating the distance from obstacle

detected in the path
d = Distance_from_Obs();
j = 0; // Count to measure rotation while

avoiding obstacle
//Avoid the obstacle if it is within 0.5m

away from it
while (d < 50){

Avoid_Obs(); // Updates d inside it to
escape inf loop

j++;
Read_IMU(); // Minimizes dt to avoid

integration problems
flag = 0; // Heading has now changed
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}

}

/// FUNCTION DEFINITIONS /////

// NED CONVERSION
void GeodeticToEcef(double geodetic[3],

double ecef[3])
{
// Convert to radians in notation

consistent with the paper:
double lambda = (geodetic[0] * pi / 180)

;
double phi = (geodetic[1] * pi / 180);
double s = sin(lambda);
double N = a / sqrt(1 - e_sq * s * s);
double sin_lambda = sin(lambda);
double cos_lambda = cos(lambda);
double cos_phi = cos(phi);
double sin_phi = sin(phi);
double h_GPS = (geodetic[2]);
ecef[0] = (h_GPS + N) * cos_lambda *

cos_phi;
ecef[1] = (h_GPS + N) * cos_lambda *

sin_phi;
ecef[2] = (h_GPS + (1 - e_sq) * N) *

sin_lambda;
}
// Converts the Earth-Centered Earth-

Fixed (ECEF) coordinates (x, y, z) to
// East-North-Up coordinates in a Local

Tangent Plane that is centered at the
// (WGS-84) Geodetic point (lat0, lon0,

h0).
void EcefToEnu(double ecef[3], double

ref_pos[3], double ned[3])
{
// Convert to radians in notation

consistent with the paper:
double x = ecef[0];
double y = ecef[1];
double z = ecef[2];
double lat0 = ref_pos[0];
double lon0 = ref_pos[1];
double h0 = ref_pos[2];
double lambda = pi / 180 * (lat0);
double phi = pi / 180 * (lon0);
double s = sin(lambda);
double N = a / sqrt(1 - e_sq * s * s);
double sin_lambda = sin(lambda);
double cos_lambda = cos(lambda);
double cos_phi = cos(phi);
double sin_phi = sin(phi);
double x0 = (h0 + N) * cos_lambda *

cos_phi;
double y0 = (h0 + N) * cos_lambda *

sin_phi;

double z0 = (h0 + (1 - e_sq) * N) *
sin_lambda;

double xd, yd, zd;
xd = x - x0;
yd = y - y0;
zd = z - z0;
// This is the matrix multiplication
ned[0] = -sin_phi * xd + cos_phi * yd;
ned[1] = -cos_phi * sin_lambda * xd -

sin_lambda * sin_phi * yd +
cos_lambda * zd;

ned[2] = cos_lambda * cos_phi * xd +
cos_lambda * sin_phi * yd +
sin_lambda * zd;

}
// Converts the geodetic WGS-84

coordinated (lat, lon, h) to
// East-North-Up coordinates in a Local

Tangent Plane that is centered at the
// (WGS-84) Geodetic point (lat0, lon0,

h0).
void GeodeticToEnu(double geodetic_in[3],

double ref_pos[3], double ned[3])
{
double ecef[3];
GeodeticToEcef(geodetic_in, ecef);
EcefToEnu(ecef, ref_pos, ned);
}

//Function to Perform Interrupt when
Obstacle is Detected

void Avoid_Obs(){
// Rotate Robot Immediately
rotate_ccw();
d = Distance_from_Obs(); // Keep

avoiding till no obstacle
if (d > 50){

t_temp = millis();
if (millis() - t_temp < 2000){

go_straight()
}
KR = 0;
while(KR <= j){
rotate_cw();
KR++;
}

}
}

// Function for Robot to go Straight
void go_straight(){

//enA = Left Wheel
analogWrite(enA, map(1023, 0, 1023, 0 ,

255)); // Send PWM signal to L298N
Enable pin

//enB = Right Wheel
analogWrite(enB, map(1010, 0, 1023, 0 ,

255));
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}
//Function for Robot to Rotate Clockwise
void rotate_cw(){
//enA = Left Wheel
analogWrite(enA, map(900, 0, 1023, 0 ,

255)); // Send PWM signal to L298N
Enable pin

//enB = Right Wheel
analogWrite(enB, map(150, 0, 1023, 0 ,

255));
}
//Function for Robot to Rotate Counter

Clockwise
void rotate_ccw(){
//enA = Left Wheel
analogWrite(enA, map(150, 0, 1023, 0 ,

255)); // Send PWM signal to L298N
Enable pin

//enB = Right Wheel
analogWrite(enB, map(900, 0, 1023, 0 ,

255));
}
//Function to Stop Robot
void stopp(){
//enA = Left Wheel
analogWrite(enA, map(0, 0, 1023, 0 ,

255)); // Send PWM signal to L298N
Enable pin

//enB = Right Wheel
analogWrite(enB, map(0, 0, 1023, 0 ,

255));
}
// Function to get Distance from Obstacle

using Ultrasonic Sensor
float Distance_from_Obs(){
float m;
digitalWrite(trigpin,LOW);
delayMicroseconds(2);
digitalWrite(trigpin,HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(10);
digitalWrite(trigpin,LOW);
m = pulseIn(echopin,HIGH);
m = m/58.2; //Calibration Constant from

Datasheet
return m;

}

//Function to Read IMU
float Read_IMU(){

timePrev = time;
time = millis();
elapsedTime = (time - timePrev) /

1000; //divide by 1000 in order to
obtain seconds

Wire.beginTransmission(0x68);
Wire.write(0x43);
Wire.endTransmission(false);
Wire.requestFrom(0x68,6,true);

Gyr_rawX=Wire.read()<<8|Wire.read();
Gyr_rawY=Wire.read()<<8|Wire.read();
Gyr_rawZ=Wire.read()<<8|Wire.read();
Gyr_rawZ = (Gyr_rawZ/32.8) -

Gyro_raw_error_z;
Gyro_angle_z += Gyr_rawZ*elapsedTime;

}
//Function to Read GPS
float Read_GPS(){

lat = myGPS.getLatitude();
lat = lat/10000000.0;
longt = myGPS.getLongitude();
longt = longt/10000000.0;
s = myGPS.getGroundSpeed();
heading = myGPS.getHeading();

}

This code is implemented on the robot and the code is
downloaded to the Arduino. The results of running this are
provided in the video.

VI. FINAL RESULTS

In this section, we present the results of running the alternate
steering code. The results are best viewed in the video that
accompanies this submission. However, frames from the video
are provided for ready reference.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this report, we present the objective of the project to
implement an autonomous robot that navigates from point
A to point B given GPS coordinates. The initial model
included Ackermann steering to allow the robot to achieve this
navigation. Theroetical foundations and concepts behind the
working of the model are provided, and the code to simulate
the results of doing so is also provided and implemented.
The MATLAB simulations are presented for which the robot
path is segmented by discretization and Ackermann steering
is sequentially implemented to include some path planning.
The project was then implemented using hardware procured
from online websites. The body of the robot was built, and
the instruments were individually calibrated. Although the
subsystems seem to be functioning fine, the overall system
faces a major bottleneck. There is immense difficulty in the
low level control of the DC motors, as a result of which
the system behaves rather haphazardly. Although various error
correcting techniques were implemented, the non-linearity in
the model is too high for empirical adjustments. Therefore,
an alternate steering mechanism is presented as a step-by-step
algorithm. This causes the robot to fix its heading and then
steer towards its destination. Although this process is relatively
simple compared to Ackermann steering, it does not require
precise voltage to velocity mapping of the DC motors. The
code is implemented on Arduino and the system is run. The
video displays the robot achieving its goal. Furthermore, the
robot achieves all this with an obstacle detection and avoidance
system that is also displayed in the video.
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